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Operational Audit
Consulting

We examine the current status of your company in the internal audit processes, and specify the problems 
encountered and how these problems will be improved.

OUR VALUES

OUR SOLUTIONS

We believe that we need to use a feasible, sustainable and auditable “Operational Management Process” method to 
complete all these processes in a healthy way. We make this method, which we developed specifically for ourselves, 
stronger with the other working principles we apply.

OUR METHODS

We can ensure that expenses are brought under control and financial losses can be identified and prevented.

We can fully and completely audit the production, sales, purchasing and supply management, material and warehouse,
financial affairs processes and prepare a detailed report for you.

What can we do for you?

We can shed light on your company's financial future by analyzing past financial ratios and indicators.
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Preparing an applicable, 
sustainable and 
auditable method 
specific to your company 
by preparing operational 
management process 
work flow charts.

Category 
management in sales 
and profitability axis.

4

Inventory control and 
counting discipline.

3

Controlling the demand, 
procurement, goods 
acceptance, invoice - 
additional documents, 
registration acceptance, 
payment processes with a 
holistic approach method.
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